Things to know about AHTD Right of Way
Right of Way monuments on many state highways can be scarce, nonexistent, or incorrectly
set. They have been destroyed over the years by many causes. And, they have been
incorrectly set due to blunders, techniques, and in year past (especially concrete
monuments) set by the construction contractor. The information that follows can be an aid
in making decisions on the best way to establish highway right of way.




The AHTD has used a number of different monument types and the markings vary
based on what a monument is set to represent.
o

Concrete monuments are normally 5” x 5”.

o

Starting around 1980, rebars and aluminum caps have been set.


The older versions of these monuments (3/4” rebars with 1 ½” aluminum
caps) will be stamped with either “AHTD R/W” or “AHTD BDY” and other
information. Old caps should have the number of the PS that set that cap
if not set by AHTD personnel.



Newer monuments will be 5/8” rebars with 2” aluminum caps and the
stamping may be similar to the stamping on the older caps. New caps
(including those set by the Surveys Division, AHTD) will include the PS
number of the Surveyor who set that monument.

Monument witness post/sign
o

Orange Triangle – Will be found in front of or behind the monument

o

Yellow Rectangle – Is set in front of (highway centerline side) of the monument



Due to the lack of right of way monuments or accurately set monuments in an area, it is
recommended the centerline stationing be used to aid in establishing the right of way.
Structures (bridges and cross drains) on the interstate highways are generally built very
close to the plan location. Therefore, it is recommended the structures indicated on the
layouts be tied and used to verify stationing to aid in the location of the release area.



The bridge end stationing on the plan and profile sheets and the bridge plans is defined
as the back face of the end bent back wall (See sketch). The bridge end point may be
indicated by a center punch mark in the steel angle.



The distance between structures (when three or more are tied) will also be an indicator
of the linear measurement error that can be expected in that area of the project. The
right of way monument set on the project would have been set by the plus and out from
centerline. Therefore, this will also aid in determining whether the distance along the
right of way is shorter or longer than the plan distances.



Many highways have been constructed with spiraled curves. The Right of Way is based
on the original circular curve not the spiraled curve. Therefore, the centerline of the
pavement within the area of the spiraled curve cannot be used to establish the right of
way. The original curve (defined in the Court Order) is to be used.



Court Ordered Right of Way - What should be used to establish the right of way – The
Court Ordered centerline description or existing monuments? Due to the inherent errors
in both the original survey and in the placement of the monuments during construction,
there is no absolute answer.

The centerline of the road as built will normally follow the original survey and can
indicate where measurement errors (both systematic errors and blunders) exist. This
can aid in determining where errors in the Court Order description may exist. But, there
may have been changes made during construction that did not get updated in the Court
Order. In that case it will have to be determined by the AHTD whether the Court Order
should be held or whether corrections will need to be made to correct the record.
In all cases it will be required to establish a significant amount of the centerline in the
area of the survey to be able to determine whether the road indicates the “center” of the
right of way or meanders within the right of way.




Rebars and caps set by the AHTD will normally been checked from two or more control
points and should be within specified tolerance. But, on occasion, errors have been
found in the control used after the fact and the monuments are not in the correct
location, but are in harmony with each other and may appear to be correctly set.
Therefore, multiple monuments on both sides of the roadway should be tied and used in
the analysis to determine whether blunders may have been made when the monuments
were originally set.
Right of Way monuments have been disturbed and reset by property owner, utility
companies, etc. The monuments are normally reset by “eye” and may or may not be at
or near the original location. Therefore, it is best not to yield to a monument just
because it exists. It is also difficult to say what is a reasonable error. Therefore, it is
recommended Surveys Division be contacted for advice when these situations are
encountered.



AHTD System of Span Measurement for Steel Spans

POINT NUMBERING
TRAVERSE AND RADIAL TOPOGRAPHY SURVEYS
TYPICAL RANGES
POINT RANGE

IDENTITY

1 - 199
P S. (CTL)

Primary control and survey points excluding numbers assigned to G

(100 - 199)

GPS Points

200 - 599

Land Tie Points and Parcel Tie Points (Found Monuments ) (IP)

600 - 699

Photogrammetry VPT points

700 - 799

Photogrammetry HPT points

900 - 999

Benchmarks (BM)

1000 - 1099

Primary return traverse numbers (for closed traverse loops) (CTL)

1100 - 1199

Topo move-up points (TV)

1200 - 1499

Secondary traverse (land ties) numbers (TV)

1500 - 1999

References for primary control points (SU with two sets)

2000 - 2999

Calculated points (LC)

3000 - 6999

Right - of - way Division points (XR, PL, etc.)

7000 - 7999

Additional calculated points (LC)

8000 - 8999

Construction Division Points (P.C., P.T., P.O.T., P.I.)

10000 - xxxx
in field

Calculated RTO point numbers as assigned by processing data or

